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Under the Cover
Last week's Super
human contest siw
otherwise calm, cool and
Red River
in
students like the one
pictured above take part
in such events as perogy
eating, bobbing for
apples and running
through tires. According
to people in the know it
was a great test of
human ability.
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RRCC's Women's
basketball team lost
their season opener 5247 to the University of
Manitoba Alumni. The
mens team continued
their winning ways when
they thrashed the
University of Winnipeg
104-84.

Women In Trades held a
conference last week at
_ the Women's Centre on
Alexander ave.
Several Red River
Women attended the
conference and played a
key role in its
organization and success.
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College Update
at SAM conference
by Patricia Myketa

Activities Committee
Want a voice in activities at RRCC? Your suggestions and help are welcome. Anyone
interested in joining an activities committee can sign up at the SA office room DM 20.

Video Tape Network

Freebie
Film Festival

November 5-8 "Reefer Madness"
November 12-15
"Fleetwood Mac in Concert"
Locations Posted

Wednesday November 7
Sally Fields in "Norma Rae"
11-1 1 4-61 7-9 p.m.
White Lecture Theatre

The closing plenary of the
Students Association of Manitoba
organizational conference held
Oct. 27-28, saw the ratification of
a constitution and the acceptance
of seven educational institutions
as members.
Recognized as full members
are RRCC, the U of W, the U of M,
Brandon University, St. Boniface
College, and the Manitoba
Association of Student Councils.
Keewatin Community College
opted for associate status
because of financial reasons and
Assiniboine Community College
was not represented.
Keith Poulson, president of
Brandon University Students
Union, was elected chairperson
of SAM. Conference coordinator, Cathy Park was
elected Treasurer, and SA
president Dave Church was
elected Manitoba Representative
to the Central Committee of the
National Union of Students. Both
RRCC candidates were elected
by acclamation, and all three
terms expire at the SAM spring
conference. A number of motions stemming
from the conference workshops
were ' passed at the closing
plenary. SAM will send letters to
Manitoba MP's and the Secretary
of State voicing opposition to
increased loan ceilings, saying
students will only be forced
deeper into. debt. Rather, SAM
prefers increased bursary
ceilings and wants bursaries to
be made available to part-time__

students. SAM's executive was
also directed to seek student
representation on any federal or
provincial task forces on student
aid.
A motion was passed whereby
SAM advocates the interest-free
period for repayment of student
aid to be changed from six
months after graduation to six
months after securing employment, providing job searching has been active.
SAM's official position
regarding tuition increases is
that tuitions be frozen at their
1979 levels. Student associations
were encouraged to petition
Premier Lyon to this effect, with
SAM co-ordinating the petition
collecting at a later date.
In addition, SAM will write to
the CTV program W5 regarding
its program "Campus
Giveaway," asking W5 to retract
its statements and misleading
statistics, and voicing general
disagreement with the segment
of the show.
The course evaluations
workshop provided two motions-SAM will work with postsecondary institutions to compile
course and instructor
evaluations, and will encourage
the administrations and student
associations of secondary schools
to enforce course evaluations.
A motion from the planning

0

Students Association of Manitoba ratified a constitution at their recent con ference.
RRCC Treasurer Cathy Park, conference co-ordintor, was elected SAM Treasurer.
workshop saw SAM support the
Programming Association of
Manitoba (PAM), which was
formed to prevent ripoffs of
student associations when
booking bands. PAM was
organized because block booking
of bands under the Western
Student Entertainment Committee was not working for
Manitoba.
Food services monopolies in
Manitoba educational institutions
were discussed, resulting in a

motion to have food services
contracts from institutions in
other provinces compared with
Manitoba contracts at SAM's
spring conference, although a
question arose as to the
availability of these contracts to
students.
Final budget figures were
unavailable and member institutions will have the opportunity to approve a draft
budget by mail-in ballot in a few
weeks' time.

Newly-elected chairperson
Keith Poulson stated that he will
work towards making SAM a
more formal organization with an
office and staff. He sees a need to
change the stereotype image of
students--unwilling to work,
wanting something for nothing—
and is prepared to work towards
that end. He was pleased with the
level of committment expressed
by the member institutions.
The next SAM conference will
be held in the spring of 1980.

Students develop computer file
by Pat Keelan H
CMOR will be keeping its
album file on -lcomputer print-out
sheets in about three weeks, said
station manager Roger
Bockstael. The new filing system
will save time and work caused
by the present one, in which
albums are filed on typewritten
pages.
Problems with the present
system have been caused by the
influx of new albums into the
station each month. These must
be added to the alphabetical file
of albums for disc jockeys to
easily locate them when they
want to play them on the air.

If you have a
musical instrument
and, want to get involved in some good
times-WE WANT YOU.
No skill or talent
neccessary-just enthusiasm.

Wanna
Join
a Band?

see
Interested
Lynne at the SA office
Room DM20. (P.S. if
you want to participate
but don't have a
musical instrumentcome in anyway.
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Two CAP students designed the new CMOR record
filing system, which means the Doctor and his freinds
won't have to search through stacks of paper anymore.

Inserting one album title into
its proper alphabetical position
means retyping an entire two
pages of the file. With the 30 to 40
new albums that CMOR acquires
each month, the amount of
paperwork is tremendous, said
Bockstael.
Under the new system, the
album file will be stoked on tape
in a computer at the college's

Computer Centre. When a new
album arrives, the title, artist
and album number are typed on a
computer punch card, and fed
into the computer. The computer
then emits a revised print-out
sheet with the new album in its
proper alphabetical position,
while it is stored on the computer
tape in the same manner.
In the next few weeks, CMOR
will keep its albunis filed on
computer print-out sheets, but
they will not be stored on tape
inside the computer because this
system hasn't been perfected.
This means that each of CMOR's
2,400 albums must be fed into the
computer whenever a new album
is added to the file.
The decision to use a computer
filing system was prompted by a
CMOR staff meeting in September at which disc jockeys
complained about the present
system.
Larry Woychyshyn, Computer

Analyst Programming student,
developed the system which will
be used for the next few weeks.
Another C.A.P. student, Stew
Clark, thought of using tape to
file the albums on computer. The
project was approved by John
Hergesheimer, manager of the
Computer Centre.
The computer is provided to
CMOR at no cost. However,
CMOR will pay Woychyshyn $30
for the 8 hours in which he
developed the system.
• A computer print-out sheet
listing the albums currently
carried by CMOR was to have
been made last Wednesday.
The last time CMOR has all its
albums filed in one book was
about a year ago. A list of albums
acquired since then is posted on a
wall inside the station. It is not
arranged alphabetically, so disc
jockeys must carefully go down
the list if the album is not listed in
the album file book.

Cancerous chemicals used at RRCC
by Dave Bergen
A chemical which has cancercausing agents that may result in
the contraction of leukemia is
being used in various experiments by Red River Community College Technology
students.
Benzene, a carcinogenic
(cancer causing agents)
chemical is the same chemical
being used at the University of
Winnipeg by science students,
acording to the Uniter, the
university newspaper.
Lyman Ross, RRCC Chemical
Technology department head,
said that at Red River the
chemical is used by first and
second year Chemical
Technology students.
"We realize there are
dangerous elements in benzene,"

Ross said, "but we make sure
students are aware of these

dangers before they use it."
Four first-year Chemical
Technology students said they
were not made aware of the
difference between benzene and
other chemicals used.
One student, Jim Dion, said,
"There is no distinction made
between benzene and the other
chemicals used in the lab." Dion
said if benzene was spilled on the
hands it was usually just washed
off.
Harold Ramsumair, also firstyear Chem Tech, said that
benzene had been used once in
class but no warning had been
given as to it being dangerous.
When asked if care was taken in
the handling of benzene, Ram-

sumair said that care was always
taken when handling chemicals.
"Some of the chemicals are
dangerous," he said, "but that's
to be expected when you're
dealing with these types of
chemicals."
Ross said benzene was
dangerous when it was inhaled or
come into contact with, but added
that "large quantities of benzene
would have to be inhaled or
contacted before it has a cancerous effect."
R.A.Dunham, principal of
Industrial • and Technological
Division, said there were a
number of other chemicals used
which were also carcinogenic.
"All of the chemicals are used
in safe quantities," Dunham said.
"It's like swallowing a bottle of

aspirin. You're bound to get sick,
and it's the same with any carcinogenic chemical," he said.
However, the Uniter quotes
MiChael Archer, a chemist and
cancer researcher at the Princess Margaret Hospital in
Toronto, as saying, "It is prudent
to eliminate or reduce any exposures to benzene because of the
strong evidence it causes
leukemia."

Dunham did say that if benzene
proves to cause leukemia, "We
may have to revise the Chemical
Technology program."
According to Lyman Ross and
the four Chem .Tech students
talked to, there • are -two - in-

structors in every lab session.
Ross said one was the instructor
and the other was an educational
assistant or support staff.
"If the instructor has to leave
the lab," Ross said, "the lab
assistant, who is trained, takes
over."
•

When asked if benzene could be
replaced with another chemical,
Ross said that at times it was
possible but there were experiments done where benzene
was definitely needed.
Ross said that all chemicals,
benzene included, were stored in
the chemical storage area, while
surplus chemicals were stored
outside of the college in a.
designatedba.
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WIT holds conference
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None of your
Business but

Memo
From: Nick Danger, Personnel Department
To: Editors of the Projector
re: The Disappearance of Employees

by Michael Balagus
Question: What has a five year gestation period, seven parents, and
represents about 30 thousand people?
If you said a Member of Parliament born on a commune after an
elephant orgy, you were close. The real answer, in case anyone wants
to use this riddle at their next party, is SAM.
SAM, or Students Association of Manitoba - Association Des
i:'adiants Du Manitoba, as it's known by its friends, is the dream child
of a group of Manitoba student politicians. It is to be the official voice
of Manitoba students.
Five years ago there was an attempt to start SAM. This attempt
failed and every year thereafter saw another aborted birth of the
organization. Finally in a poorly lit, cold and smoke-filled room at the
University of Winnipeg, delegates got together from all over the
province and in just two short days SAM was a reality.
I like to think Red River Community College played a key role in the
birth of SAM. Instead of just boiling water while the experts from the
universities took care of the important work, we were in there doing
our bit.
Red River will have more representation on SAM's initial executive
than any other educational institution in the province. Cathy Park was
elected treasurer, Dave Church will be an ex officio member by virtue
of his position on the NUS central committee, and a third member yet
to be named will fill out Red River's contingent on the first SAM
executive. That's three times the number of members from either
Winnipeg-based university.
Cathy Park also organized this historic conference and even though
she wasn't recognized at the conference for the great job she did, I
think someone should ... I think someone just did.
Dave Church also played a major role in the miracle birth as did last
year's SA president Tony Militano, who wasn't there this weekend but
did a lot of ground work last year. Don't get me wrong, there was a lot
of hard work by a lot of people from campuses all across the country,
even the good folks from NUS chipped in. But sitting watching the
biggest step ever in Manitoba student politics unfold with Red River
people front and centre made me proud. After all, if you believe
everything you hear about community colleges, all we're interested in
is getting a job. We don't have the time, expertise or brains to get
involved in political issues.
Thank God most of this year's executive don't fit into this
stereotype. Dave Church and Cathy Park did more for Red River's
external image where it counts this weekend than all the media lunches in the world.
SAM is young, inexperienced and without funds, but it's already
taken some positive steps on issues important to students. SAM has
begun lobbying the government on Student Aid, unemployment. and
student participation in educational decisions. Red River is a full
member of SAM and an associate member of NUS. This gives us
pretty good representation in student affairs. This spring we'll have
the chance to make it even better. Full membership in NUS will round
things out nicely.

We at the personnel department are extremely distressed by the recent disappearance of Projector
Managing Editor and columnist Bob Armstrong.
Mr. Armstrong left no message regarding his whereabouts and no forwarding address. As a result, we
have no way to send him his pay cheque.
Even worse, we have no way of recovering the several hundred dollars worth of extremely dangerous and
powerful narcotics he was alleged to have stolen from the Projector medicine chest.
While the loss of Mr. Armstrong from the Projector's ranks will surely be a grievous one, we at the personnel department will do our best to keep the Projector publishing,
It has been suggested that Mr. Armstrong left the country for good some days ago, when he was last seen
cleaning out his desk. Much speculation has taken place as to why this has happened, but perhaps the best
reason for Mr. Armstrong's disappearance would be in the note he left in his typewriter.
Dear World
I was talking with an important government aide the other day. He said they've raised the cabinet
minister's dosage of Seconal to 125 micrograms a day.
That has me worried. The idea of Sinclair Stevens running wild on reds, crazed for blood and treachery,
terrifies me more than a plague of killer bees.
Thank God it's only for cabinet ministers. Could you imagine Tom Cossitt or Eldon Wooliams wired out his
face and searching for prey?
Or how about Jack Horner, or worse still, Ann Steen? The possibility is almost too horrible to imagine;
Jack Horner, wearing a ten gallon hat, galloping over the hills with a Colt 45 in one hand and a Winchester 94
in the other, with the reins in his teeth.
Yes, what we need is a return to traditional values, to good old fashioned law and order. Indeed.
All these juvenile delinquents, perverts, and dope dealers should be thrown in jail, unless, of course, they
are MLA's.
And if the bastards don't say sir and please and Simon says, take them out to a golf course and kick them
around for a while. Or, maybe just tie them up in a chair and get a 200 pound Sergeant to bash them on the
head with a metropolitan phone book. A phone book is much better than a rubber hose; it hurts as much, but
doesn't leave any scars that those damn civil rights lawyers could see.
Yep, we need those good old fashioned values.
Maybe I'll move out to B.C. and get a job as a fake letter writer for the Socreds. Or maybe I'll leave the
country, go to Nevada. No, they shoot you for spitting on the sidewalk in Nevada.
It's going to be pretty risky living in Canada soon.
The man most likely to be next President of the United States is a gun toting Texan named John Connally,
who was a good friend of Lyndon Johnson, Barry Goldwater, and Dick Nixon.
Big John has said ominous things about Canadian oil, and using economic leverage to get it. Actually I
doubt he would use trade to blackmail us into selling oil to the US.
It would be so much simpler to send a few squadrons of McDonell Douglas F18's over Alberta and get it the
same way they got California, Arizona, Texas, New Mexico and Peurto Rico.
Indeed. One can imagine napalm on Jasper Avenue, McLeod Trail ripped apart by bombs, fragments of
glass and metal flying through the air above the 8th Avenue Mall.
It's cold and it's getting dark early. I need a winter tune-up and snow tires. I've been looking at tourist
brochures from all over and I'd love to get away. Anywhere will do; Hawaii, Switzerland, Vail, Rio de
Janero, Atlantis, Middle Earth.
It's later than you think.

by Shirley Neufeld
Women in the work force was
the main topic of discussion at the
Women in Trades Association
conference held in Winnipeg last
weekend.
"The idea of economic viability
for women is probably the most
essential argument because it
allows women to be in the same
income bracket as males," said
Val Liske, conference coordinator, "but up until this time
that was relatively unknown."
Issues such as sexism in the
work force, labor unions and
activities of women, trades
training and apprenticing in
electronics and auto-mechanics
were discussed at the conference,
held at the Women's Centre, 730
Alexander Street.

PftWO: Frank Reimer
"I really feel that one of me
major problems surfacing as

women enter, train or work in
non-traditional occupations is the
attitudes of who she comes in
contact with, be it co-workers,
students, employers or instructors regarding her
seriousness in entering this
traditionally male area, " said
Ms. Liske. "It is most evident the
individuals she comes in contact
with will seriously doubt her
professionalism or skill or
dedication in working in this area
at this time, when women work
because they need to work. The
question of seriousness is
detrimental to women being able
to attain the training and employment they need to. be
economically viable and secure."

Nick Danger,
Personnel Department

Staff Box
Michael Balagus
Kim Trynacity
Nick Danger
Dave Bergen
Darlene Kanski
Murray Mandryk
Liz Keep, Shirley Neufeld
Frank Reimer
Don Coppens
Kelvin Hodges
Eric Skoglund
Pat Myketa
Rick Myers
Pat Keelan 2
Doug Broszeit
Nancy Turnbull
Dan Tervoort
Julie Johnson
Robyn Osemlak

The staff:
In your October 2 issue, there
was another staff recruitment ad
with sexist overtones.
It reinforces the traditional
stereotype of the tough masculine
reporter as the ideal staff for
your paper. This type of advertisement is likely to
discourage women from joining
your staff, if it is the only type of
ad you print. Perhpas by being
conscious of the ad's effect and
alternating it with ads that appeal to women to join your staff,
your staff recruitment efforts
will succeed in attracting both
men and women to your paper.

The air was heavy with anticipation as the old editors prepared to leave.
They had survived election crises, staff turnovers, extreme stress, and
disastrous marks. Now with only three issues left, they wondered if they
could survive outside the walls of the Projector office, and, more importantly, who would be the next editor. In the end, they narrowed it down to
two candidates; Joshua Nkomo and Hunter S. Thompson.

Yours in CUP
Maureen Semchuk and Peter
M'enyasz,
WRCUP Human Rights Coordinators

Editor
News Editor
Acting Managing Editor
Features and CUP Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Associate Editors
Photographer
Cartoons
Advertising Manager
Communications Director
Staff this issue

future!
Dear Editor:

'fhe .provincia 1 government has
paid 100 per cent of all 4-West
Regarding Murray Mandryk's costs with the occasional addition
article in the Projector of Oct. 23, of some funding from the SA.
entitled "We Need Money," I
I wish to bring the matter to the
would like to make one small attention of the student body so
clarification. It was reported that that people will come to the right
the Students' Association paid for place for intramurals, and that is
intramural athletics and this is the North Gym and the regular
NOT true.
phys. ed. staff.
The provincial government
funds all physical education and Roy Pollock
intramural programs. The Dept. Head.
government shares with the SA in
league play for college teams and
for provincial play-offs leading to
the 4-West Championships.
Editor's Note:
What the article and Mr.
Hillman's comments were
referring to is the fact that the
Students' Association paid for
intramural-type events like last
year's RRCC bowling and curling
tournaments.

Can fa n
Unnw© raw
Press
The Projector is a,
member . of Canadian

University. Press (CUP)
andshrei-tw
and feature . exchange.
As a voting member of
CUP The
-Project&
conforms to the
guidelines and
stat?ment of principles
for the organization,

CTV refuses request
Ottawa (CUP) -- CTV is refusing requests for transcripts of the controversial W5 program, "The Campus Giveaway," although they are
satisfied with the accuracy of the program, according to CTV
executive Don Cameron.
This follows an earlier statement made by a representative of W5 to
the National Union of Students (NUS) that transcripts would be
available at $10 a copy.
Cameron, vice-president of news, features, information and
programming, said a lack of manpower and facilities was the
justification for the refusal to distribute the transcript, not that they
were trying to stop its distribution.
But according to one CTV employee, they were told that the transcript should not be released.
"When they say you can't release it, I don't question their
reasoning," the employee said.
When asked why the transcript was not being made available,
Cameron repeatedly denied CTV was trying to suppress copies of the
script.
"There is nothing to hide here. We're not throwing them out on the
street, but they are circulating," he said.
Cameron pointed to the fact that the Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE) had mailed a copy of the transcript
back to CTV as evidence that it was in public hands.
When informed the CBIE had gotten their copy from a private
recording of the program, Cameron said other copies had been
returned as well. He said he was unable to name the other groups
which had returned copies of the transcript because the file was not
available to him at the time.
Cameron said if there had been only a few requests they would have
been able to accommodate them, but CTV could not handle the
number of requests they had received.
"We are not the CBC, you know. We do not have the people to do all
that paperwork," he said..
"If we give copies to one we will have to give copies to them all," he
added.
The National Union of Students and the Canadian Association. of
University Teachers are considering asking the CRTC for equal air
time to refute what they say were misrepresentations in the original
program.

PCB used at McGill
Montreal (CUP) -- McGill University has recently posted signs around
the campus to warn of possible dangerous chemical leaks of
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB).
The signs have been posted wherever PCB, an extremely carcinogenic chemical, is in use.
The chemical is currently being used as a transformer coolant in the
McGill electrical system.
The notices further state that anyone who notices a leak should
immediately call the nearest office of the Ministry of the Environment. The Ministry recently required that building managers
post notices wherever PCB is stored.
But electrical department foreman Ernest Lancaster said the
chemical is only dangerous if it leaks out of the transformer house. He
said the transformers are enclosed so the deadly chemical would be
contained in the event a transformer casing ruptured.
Lancaster says there have, to his knowledge, never been any PCB
leaks at McGill. He said the transformers were originally constructed
with the dangers of PCB taken into consideration.

TA's
negotiate
to a better

As stated earlier, we at the personnel.department are most distressed over Mr. Armstrong's mysterious
disappearance. We are sure that he will be found, and we have dispatched our most trustworthy detective on
the case.
Rest assured, in a short time the pages of the Projector will once again be graced with Mr. Armstrong's
rivetting prose.

The Projector
Red River Community College

WIT resolved to offer
workshops where women
working in trades will offer their
expertise to the general public,
engage in political activity to
further the position of women in
trades through supporting individual campaigns and group
lobbying on specific government
policies, encourage interest in
trades through public speaking
and establish a national network
of women in trades.
Resolutions were also passed
regarding Unemployment Insurance benefit discrimination
against women by eliminating
benefits to workers employed
less than 20 hours per week which
make benefits less accessable to
persons frequently laid off or reentering the work force. Women
in trades were affected by the
cutbacks for CEIC sponsored
students this year and the federal
Conservative government is
currently considering proposals
to eliminate the rights of women
on maternity leave to collect UI
benefits. WIT is going to voice
opposition to these changes and
monitor any further changes
which might be detrimental.
Women in Trades is an
association operating through the
support of grants and funds
issued by Secretary of State
Grants Commission and-or
Young Canada Works grants.
They have been in operation
since late 1977 and are committed
to alleviating discrimination and
sexism against women within
trades, informing women of
channels of entry into trades
training or job-placement,
asserting pressure on government bodies to be responsible for
the future Women in Trades
Association of Canada until it is
self-sufficient, and seeking the
leadership of Labor Canada in
implementing programs to assist
in education, training, and employment of women as skilled
labourers.

belp wa

Bob Armstrong
29-10-79
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People helping each other in a cooperative way is the whole idea behind a
credit union. It's also the reason for your _
credit union's complete range of excellent
_financial services, convenient hours and
friendly staff that always treat _you right.
. We help people make the most of their money through both short and long-term
savings plans. Innovative plans for every
savings purpose. We help people handletheir

daily finances easily with our cone iian
chequing and special line of credit services.
We help with the big drowns — a home,.
property and other. large purchases with
credit union loans, mortgages and RHOSPs,
And we help people plan for a finsnirkilly
3ecure retirement with RItSPs.
At your credit union we believe in
helping people . . ;and Out services prow it!

Co operators Credit Union Ltd.
College Branch
Right Across From The LR
Bldg. C

Toronto' (CUP) — Teaching assistants having difficulty negotiating
contracts at two Toronto institutions think their administrations may
be working in collusion to force a bad contract on the TA's union.
TA's at York University and Ryerson Polytechnical Institute have
broken off separate talks in the last two weeks when administrations
at both institutions refused to bargain in good faith, said Michael
Michie, president of the Graduate Assistants' Association (GAA) at
York. He said the GAA suspects the administrations may be in
collusion on the contract talks.
"It's possible," he said. "I'm sure they're conferring. I'm sure
advice is being given."
Michie said the York and Ryerson administrations know the
fledgling union, with a total membership of about 4,000, has a very
small strike fund and are taking a hardline bargaining stance because
they feel the TA's are in a tight spot
Both TA union locals have requested conciliators from the Ontario
Labour Relations Board in an effort to keep talks from totally
breaking down. If the conciliation process is unsuccessful, the TA's
will be in a legal position to strike.
The York University attitude towards the contract talks was made
. known during the last bargaining session when chief administration
negotiator Don Mitchell stated, "The union is under the mistaken
impression that negotiating means the university has to change its
position during negotiations."
The administration at York has offered TA's a 5.9 per cent wage
increase, well below the Canadian inflation rate of 9 per cent.
Michie said cutbacks in education funding are a contributing factor
in York's tough stand.
The York TA's are holding an information picket line at the
university Nov. 7 to rally student support and inform them of the TA's
contract trouble.
"The kind of things we're struggling against are the same things
that are hurting students - cutbacks, oversized classes, etc.," Michie
said.
At Ryerson, the administration negotiating team has refused to
respond to six of the TA's 16 proposed contract articles. Steve McBride, chief GAA contract negotiator at Ryerson, says TA's are
definitely going to have to consider strike action if progress is not
made soon.
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Student Aid task force
appointed without students
Ottawa (CUP) - A joint federalprovincial task force will begin
examining the "total question" of
student aid in January but
students will not likely be allowed
any representatives on the task
force.
Establishment of the task force
was announced at the conclusion
of an unpublicized meeting
between federal Secretary of
State David MacDonald and the
provincial Council of Ministers of
Education (CME) in Toronto Oct.
22.
According to the National
Union of Students (NUS), the
"task force will begin its inquiry in
January but without student
representation.
Although no official announcement has been made
regarding the make-up of the
task force, NUS executive officer
Morna Ballantyne said Oct. 26
that NUS sources in Ottawa are
sure the task force will not include any student members.
Ballantyne said NUS will be
pushing for student representation on the task force and also
asking for the task force to visit
Canadian campuses and talk
directly to students during their
inquiry.

At the federal-provincial
meeting it was also decided that
"at his earliest opportunity"
MacDonald would introduce
amendments to the Canada
Student Loans Act to make
students in trimester academic
systems eligible for student aid.
Currently students who are
enrolled in courses which are of
less than 26 weeks duration are
not eligible for student
assistance.
A statement issued by MacDonald and the education
ministers said the task force will
look at the debt load of students,
portability of student aid (for
students transferring from
province to province) and accessibility to post-secondary
education in examining the
Canadian student aid situation.
Observers expect the task force
could be the first step in the
establishment of a new student
aid plan.
The task force announcement
took NUS by surprise. In September NUS had been told by the
CME that it would be able to meet
with a subcommittee of the CME
before the education ministers
met in January. One of the main
Topics of that meeting was expected to be student aid.

•

Newprincipals appointed
Education Minister Keith
Cosens has announced two appointments to principalships at

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Send _ now for latest catalog.
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Red River Community College,
effective November 1.
Cyril H. Howard, principal of
continuing education and support
services at Red River, has been
appointed principal of the
college's applied arts and
business division. He replaces
Peter F. Penner, recently appointed assistant deputy minister
of the community colleges
division of the Department of
Education. A. James Lowe, now
personnel administrator for the
community colleges division,
succeeds Mr. Howard.
Howard joined the former
Manitoba Institute of Technology
in 1963 as a civil technology in-

employment
centre
on campus

structor, became head of the
department in 1967 and in the
same year assistant principal. He
was project co-ordinator for
construction of one of Red
River's buildings in 1971-72
before being appointed assistant
director of education support
services, which has developed
into the continuing education and
support services division. He
became principal in October,
1976.

Lowe worked in personnel
management and labor relations
with Co-ops in Winnipeg from
1962 to 1971. In 1971 he joined the
community colleges division as
personnel manager.
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ANUS researcher Jeff Parr said
when NUS learned the CME was
meeting in Toronto on the
weekend and had a meeting Oct.
22 with MacDonald, it contacted
the Secretary of State's office and
the CME office. Parr said NUS
was led to believe no concrete
decisions would be made at the
meeting.
Ballantyne said NUS is concerned that MacDonald may
introduce an amendment to increase the student loan ceiling
when the other student aid
amendment is introduced. NUS
has been fighting any increase in
the loan ceiling because it
believes increased student debt is
a strong deterrent to postsecondary education students
and would not solve basic
problems in the current aid plan.
In their statement, MacDonald
and the ministers express their
concern about the negative longterm effects of,increasing student
debt-load.
Two other task forces were also
established at the meeting. One
will study new long-term
agreements for the Bilingualism
in Education program and the
other will look at the use of
satellites in education.

•
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registration and
preparation for
employment recruiting will commence this week.

See schedule in our
office.

by Charlene Dion
While in grade nine, I skipped
out of school continually. I had,
as the saying goes, "better things
to do." One of those better things
included getting pregnant.
Great, now nobody could tell
me to go to school or question my
direction in life, since it became
obvious, by my fourth month of
pregnancy, that my direction was
to become a more rounded,
outward person. A baby would
solve everything. Being petrified,
as we all are, of having to go
through all those years of suffering into adulthood, with the
pimples, the blind dates and the
school prom (I've intentionally
excluded the first kisses since I
had obviously had enough of
those), I thought a baby would
allow me to escape from the

never-ending battle of puberty
and awkwardness into serene,
wise adulthood (Boy, did I blow
that one). Being a child with an
insurmountable number of
questions, I was relieved at the
prospect of becoming a parent
and sinking into intellectual
oblivion. Horse feathers! The
only oblivion I sank into was a
dirty diaper pail, which does not
do much for one's intellectual
stimulation.
I weathered the storm, as
many have, of marriage, another
child and divorce. Needless to
say, I became a wind-up robot
( look out R2-D2), the key being
my duties and responsibilitirs.
Believe me, I tried a dozer. „sizes
to get a new key made, but the
damn thing never fit.

A lightbulb flashed in my head.
Forget about the key; change the
robot.
I returned to school and, much
to my surprise, I found that there
were other things in my head
besides cobwebs, diaper pails
and baby's bottoms.
Being very impatient, I wanted
to know everything and I wanted
to know it immediately. After
vegetating for so long, all that
knowledge was quite a shock to
my system, but I drank it in
thankfully and often painfully.
Aggravated by not being able to
figure out one of my assignments,
I made cole slaw out of my
homework. Counting to a
thousand and stamping all over
my freshly made cole slaw. I

would have calmed down enough
to resume my homework.
"Is it time to come in yet,
Mom?"
"Wow," I'd throw up my arms,
"Is it bath time already?" Scrap
the homework for a while. Bath
the kids and put them to bed (the
little angels- ouch! Quit biting my
finger, I need that to write with)
and read them a story.
Gee, I worked hard all day (feel
sorry for myself time), I deserve
a beer. Needless to say, my
homework remained scrapped
for the rest of the evening.
Awakened by a church bell
clanging back and forth against
both my ears, damn alarm clock,
it became immediately apparent
that my headache was definitely

not caused by the flu. I forgot to
make the kids' lunches. Aw, !?!?
I'm late again. Time to squeeze
into the transit sardine can,
commonly referred to as a bus. I
solemnly, believe that buses
should be supplied with barf bags
and nose plugs. Why let the
airplanes have all the fun?
Recovering from my
queasiness, (I hate sardines), I
clamber off the bus and into the
college. Rushing to the nearest
clock (my son used my watch for
a teething ring), I find that I have
15 glorious minutes before class.
I pop back a cup of coffee and
head for class, where I politely
fall asleep.

Today Japan... tomorrow,FIRCC
A group of arctic born again Christains baptizes a new
convert in the traditional fashion. Photo: Frank Reimer

CMOR disc jockey
RRCC's superhuman
by Bob Armstrong
CMOR deejay Roger Smith
won RRCC's first annual
Superhuman contest last
Tuesday with a record time of 60
seconds for the five event course.
Seventeen entrants ran the
course in, hopes of becoming Red
River's Superhuman.
The first event tested the
contestants' balance, posture and
speed with the would-be
superhumans running through
tires and trying to keep a book
balanced on their heads.
Event number two tested their
table manners as they attempted
to eat a bowl of Naleway
spaghetti without the use of their
hands.
Contestants crawled under a
trampoline and vaulted a
gymnastics horse in the obstacle
course, event number three.
Superhumans still hungry after
event number two had a chance
to satisfy their appetites in the
fourth event, the perogy eating
race. Contestants had to eat three
Naleway perogies.
The last event was apple
bobbing, where the superhumans
drenched themselves in an effort

r

to catch their apples as fast as
possible.
Contestants ran the entire
course one at a time.
The fastest three contestants
won trophies and free passes to
Beer and Skits, featuring the
Cooper Brothers. Second place
went to BA student Alex Pellech,
with a time of 63.5 seconds. Third
place was awarded to Radio
Operator Brent Winston with a 65
second time.
Fourth place Darren Bye, 71
seconds, and fifth place Steve
Farr, 72 seconds, both won
tickets to Beer and Skits.
The event was a success, according to Sports Director Joe
DiCurzio, and several contestants have asked for another
contest.
A team Superhuman contest
has been planned for January,
says DiCurzio, featuring sack
races, egg carrying and peanut
pushing.
The contest was hosted by
CMOR manager Roger Bockstael
and judges were Projector sports
editor Murray Mandryk, SA vicepresident Darrell Driver, Billie
Birt, Clancy - Bridle, Claude St.
Gaurod and Pat Nieder.

First they conquered Japan, now they are taking over
RRCC. It's Space Invaders. Thought I was going to say
the Incredible Mushroom People didn't you?

Ministry has asked local teaching
authorities to do what they can to
stop children playing the game.
Japanese newspapers have been
carrying reports ' on cases of
delinquency related to Space
Invaders and state that in the
past three months about 254)
school children were placed
under protecting police guidance
and custody in Tokyo alone.
According to the police the
most common offences are
wrapping a bronze five yen coin
in plastic to make it similar to the
heavier 100 yen piece, playing
truant from school, and stealing
cash. In March, a 10-year old boy
was arrested for stealing 230,000
yen from his neighbor's house in
order to play the game. Later a
nine-year-old girl ran away with
300,000 yen from her home and
travelled several hundred miles
to Okinawa to indulge in the
game.

Statistics show 200,0410 Space
Invaders games in Japan at
present and a projected 500,000
by next year.
The National Amusement
Industry Association, acting on
complaints about the game,
moved to restrict voluntarily
customers aged 15 and under who
are not accompanied by parents.

Record Give Away Sale

The Student Aid
Appeal Board

Will hold hearings
on campus
November 6 9 a.m. to 1
Black Lecture
Theatre

A video game that is causing
mass hysteria in Japan has been
installed in RRCC's Courtyard
Cave.
The game is called Space Invaders, and it has been connected
to juvenile delinquency, theft,
and truancy.
The game is becoming
something of a national scandal,
by some accounts. The western
press recently carried reports
that it is creating some social
problems.
It appeared on the market in
amusement halls a year ago and
quickly spread to tea parlors,
hotels, and restaurants before
whole new Space Invaders
centres started to spring up.
The police are concerned by
increases in juvenile
delinquency, which, according to
reports, are caused by the game.
They have ordered an investigation. The Education

Anyone needing Brake
or front end overhauls
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Motive shop.
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Cars-Candy-o-Electra
$5.79 $7.19
Allan Parsons Project-Eve-Capital
$5.59 $6.58
•
Jimmy Buffet-Volcano-MCA
$6.19 $7.78
Trooper-Flying Colors-MCA
$6.19 $7.78
Little River Band-First Under the Wire-Capital
$5.59 $6,58
The Knack-Get the Knack-Capital
$5.59 $6.58
Blondie-Eat to the Beat-Capital
$4.99 $6.58
Nick Lowe-Labor of Lust-CBS
$5.59 $6.58
Dave Edmunds-Repeat When Necessary-Atlantic $5.59
$6.58
Moon Martin- Domination-Capital
$5.59 $6.58
Steve Martin-Comedy is Not Pretty-Warner Bros. $5.79
$7.19
Commmodors-Midnight Magic-Mow Town
$5.59 $6.58
AC-DC-Highway to Hell-Atlantic
$5.59 $6.58
Bob Dylan-Slow Train Coming-CBS
$5.59
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Ottawa (CUP) - A joint federalprovincial task force will begin
examining the "total question" of
student aid in January but
students will not likely be allowed
any representatives on the task
force.
Establishment of the task force
was announced at the conclusion
of an unpublicized meeting
between federal Secretary of
State David MacDonald and the
provincial Council of Ministers of
Education ( CME) in Toronto Oct.
22.
According to the National
Union of Students (NUS), the
"- task force will begin its inquiry in
January but without student
representation.
Although no official announcement has been made
regarding the make-up of the
task force, NUS executive officer
Morna Ballantyne said Oct. 26
that NUS sources in Ottawa are
sure the task force will not include any student members.
Ballantyne said NUS will be
pushing for student representation on the task force and also
asking for the task force to visit
Canadian campuses and talk
directly to students during their
inquiry.
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Red River Community College,
effective November 1.
Cyril H. Howard, principal of
continuing education and support
services at Red River, has been
appointed principal of the
college's applied arts and
business division. He replaces
Peter F. Penner, recently appointed assistant deputy minister
of the community colleges
division of the Department of
Education. A. James Lowe, now
personnel administrator for the
community colleges division,
succeeds Mr. Howard.
Howard joined the former
Manitoba Institute of Technology
in 1963 as a civil technology in-

employment
centre

on campus

DNS researcher Jeff Parr said
when NUS learned the CME was
meeting in Toronto on the
weekend and had a meeting Oct.
22 with MacDonald, it contacted
the Secretary of State's office and
the CME office. Parr said NUS
was led to believe no concrete
decisions would be made at the
meeting.
Ballantyne said NUS is concerned that MacDonald may
introduce an amendment to increase the student loan ceiling
when the other student aid
amendment is introduced. NUS
has been fighting any increase in
the loan ceiling because it
believes increased student debt is
a strong deterrent to postsecondary education students
and would not solve basic
problems in the current aid plan.
In their statement, MacDonald
and the ministers express their
concern about the negative longterm effects of increasing student
debt-load.
Two other task forces were also
established at the meeting. One
will study new long-term
agreements for the Bilingualism
in Education program and the
other will look at the use of
satellites in education.

Providing tun, part-time, and summer employ:tent service to all students in cooperation

with red river community college.

8:00am to 4:30 pm
Monday to Friday
III

structor, became head of the
department in 1967 and in the
same year assistant principal. He
was project co-ordinator for
construction of one of Red
River's buildings in 1971-72
before being appointed assistant
director of education support
services, which has developed
into the continuing education and
support services division. He
became principal in October,
1976.
Lowe worked in personnel
management and labor relations
with Co-ops in Winnipeg from
1962 to 1971. In 1971 he joined the
community colleges division as
personnel manager.
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Newprincipals appointed
Education Minister Keith
Cosens has announced two appointments to principalships at
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Student Aid task force
appointed without students
At the federal-provincial
meeting it was also decided that
"at his earliest opportunity"
MacDonald would introduce
amendments to the Canada
Student Loans Act to make
students in trimester academic
systems eligible for student aid.
Currently students who are
enrolled in courses which are of
less than 26 weeks duration are
not eligible for student
assistance.
A statement issued by MacDonald and the education
ministers said the task force will
look at the debt load of students,
portability of student aid (for
students transferring from
province to province) and accessibility to post-secondary
education in examining the
Canadian student aid situation.
Observers expect the task force
could be the first step in the
establishment of a new student
aid plan.
The task force announcement
took NUS by surprise. In September NUS had been told by the
CME that it would be able to meet
with a subcommittee of the CME
before the education mihisters
met in January. One of the main
topics of that meeting was expected to be student aid.
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preparation for
employment recruiting will commence this week.

See schedule in our
office.

by Charlene Dion
While in grade nine, I skipped
out of school continually. I had,
as the saying goes, "better things
to do." One of those better things
included getting pregnant.
Great, now nobody could tell
me to go to school or question my
direction in life, since it became
obvious, by my fourth month of
pregnancy, that my direction was
to become a more rounded,
outward person. A baby would
solve everything. Being petrified,
as we all are, of having to go
through all those years of suffering into adulthood, with the
pimples, the blind dates and the
school prom (I've intentionally
excluded the first kisses since I
had obviously had enough of
those), I thought a baby would
allow me to escape from the

never-ending battle of puberty
and awkwardness into serene,
wise adulthood (Boy, did I blow
that one). Being a child with an
insurmountable number of
questions, I was relieved at the
prospect of becoming a parent
and sinking into intellectual
oblivion. Horse feathers! The
only oblivion I sank into was a
dirty diaper pail, which does not
do much for one's intellectual
stimulation.
I weathered the storm, as
many have, of marriage, another
child and divorce. Needless to
say, I became a wind-up robot
(look out R2-D2), the key being
my duties and responsibilir;rs.
Believe me, I tried a dozer, ...sues
to get a new key made, but the
damn thing never fit.

A lightbulb flashed in my head.
Forget about the key; change the
robot.
I returned to school- and, much
to my surprise, I found that there
were other things in my head
besides cobwebs, diaper pails
and baby's bottoms.
Being very impatient, I wanted
to know everything and I wanted
to know it immediately. After
vegetating for so long, all that
knowledge was quite a shock to
my system, but I drank it in
thankfully and often painfully.
Aggravated by not being able to
figure out one of my assignments,
I made cole slaw out of my
homework. Counting to a
thousand and stamping all over
my freshly made cole slaw. I

would have calmed down enough
to resume my homework.
"Is it time to come in yet,
Mom?"

not caused by the flu. I forgot to
make the kids' lunches. Aw, !?!?
I'm late again. Time to squeeze
into the transit sardine can,
commonly referred to as a bus. I
solemnly, believe that buses
should be supplied with barf bags
and nose plugs. Why let the
airplanes have all the fun?
Recovering from my
queasiness, (I hate sardines), I
clamber off the bus and into the
college. Rushing to the nearest
clock (my son used my watch for
a teething ring), I find that I have
15 glorious minutes before class.
I pop back a cup of coffee and
head for class, where I politely
fall asleep.

"Wow," I'd throw up my arms,
"Is it bath time already?" Scrap
the homework for a while. Bath
the kids and put them to bed (the
little angels- ouch! Quit biting my
finger, I need that to write with)
and read them a story.
Gee, I worked hard all day (feel
sorry for myself time), I deserve
a beer. Needless to say, my
homework remained scrapped
for the rest of the evening.
Awakened by a church bell
clanging back and forth against
both my ears, damn alarm clock,
it became immediately apparent
that my headache was definitely

Today Japan... tomorrow,RRCC
A group of arctic born again Christains baptizes a new
convert in the traditional fashion. Photo: Frank Reimer

CMOR disc jockey
RRCC's superhuman
by Bob Armstrong
CMOR deejay Roger Smith
won RRCC's first annual
Superhuman contest last
Tuesday with a record time of 60
seconds for the five event course.
Seventeen entrants ran the
course in, hopes of becoming Red
River's Superhuman.
The first event tested the
contestants' balance, posture and
speed with the would-be
superhumans running through
tires and trying to keep a book
balanced on their heads.
Event number two tested their
table manners as they attempted
to eat a bowl of Naleway
spaghetti without the use of their
hands.
Contestants crawled under a
trampoline and vaulted a
gymnastics horse in the obstacle
course, event number three.
Superhumans still hungry after
event number two had a chance
to satisfy their appetites in the
fourth event, the perogy eating
race. Contestants had to eat three
Naleway perogies.
The last event was apple
bobbing, where the superhumans
drenched themselves in an effort

to catch their apples as fast as
possible.
Contestants ran the entire
course one at a time.
The fastest three contestants
won trophies and free passes to
Beer and Skits, featuring the
Cooper Brothers. Second place
went to BA student Alex Pellech,
with a time of 63.5 seconds. Third
place was awarded to Radio
Operator Brent Winston with a 65
second time.
Fourth place Darren Bye, 71
seconds, and fifth place Steve
Farr, 72 seconds, both won
tickets to Beer and Skits.
The event was a success, according to Sports Director Joe
DiCurzio, and several contestants have asked for another
contest.
A team Superhuman contest
has been planned for January,
says DiCurzio, featuring sack
races, egg carrying and peanut
pushing.
The contest was hosted by
CMOR manager Roger Bockstael
and judges were Projector sports
editor Murray Mandryk, SA vicepresident Darrell Driver, Billie
Birt, Clancy - Bridle, Claude St.
Gaurod and Pat Nieder.

First they conquered Japan, now they are taking over
RRCC. It's Space Invaders. Thought I was going to say
the Incredible Mushroom People didn't you?

Ministry has asked local teaching
authorities to do what they can to
stop children playing the game.
Japanese newspapers have been
carrying reports' on cases of
delinquency related to Space
Invaders and state that in the
past three months about 250
school children were placed
under protecting police guidance
and custody in Tokyo alone.
According to the police the
most common offences are
wrapping a bronze five yen coin
in plastic to make it similar to the
heavier 100 yen piece, playing
truant from school, and stealing
cash. In March, a 10-year old boy
was arrested for stealing 230,000
yen from his neighbor's house in
order to play the game. Later a
nine-year-old girl ran away with
300,000 yen from her home and
travelled several hundred miles
to Okinawa to indulge in the
game.

Statistics show 200,000 Space
Invaders games in Japan at
present and a projected 500,000
by next year.
The National Amusement
Industry Association, acting on
complaints about the game,
moved to restrict voluntarily
customers aged 15 and under who
are not accompanied by parents.
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The Student Aid
Appeal Board
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on campus
November 6 9 a.m. to 1
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A video game that is causing
mass hysteria in Japan has been
installed in RRCC's Courtyard
Cave.
The game is called Space Invaders, and it has been connected
to juvenile delinquency, theft,
and truancy.
The game is becoming
something of a national scandal,
by some accounts. The western
press recently carried reports
that it is creating some social
problems.
It appeared on the market in
amusement halls a year ago and
quickly spread to tea parlors,
hotels, and restaurants before
whole new Space Invaders
centres started to spring up.
The police are concerned by
increases in juvenile
delinquency, which, according to
reports, are caused by the game.
They have ordered an investigation. The Education
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$5.79 $7.19
Allan Parsons Project-Eve-Capital
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Little River Band-First Under the Wire-Capital
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The Knack-Get the Knack-Capital
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Blondie-Eat to the Beat-Capital
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Moon Martin- Domination-Capital
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Disco's in the Garbage
by Rick Myers
Have you heard the news? In
Winnipeg, Canada, disco is
DEAD! Last Saturday at Disco
Destruction Night, held in the
Convention Center, Winnipeg's
top three rock bands, Brother
Jake, and 3,500 troops of the
Disco Destruction Army laid
disco to rest as they heralded the
rites of rock and roll. Each guitar
lick and each scream were just
another nail in the coffin for
Disco.
Disco Destruction was an event
hosted by 92 CITI FM to raise
money for the Winnipeg Fire
Fighters Burn Fund. $8,500 was
raised by the DDA (Disco
Destruction Army).
In return the emotionally
charged crowd received a night
of pure bone crushing rock by
Winnipeg's top three bands:
Harlequin, Freeze and Pumps. .
Morning CITI FM dj, Brother
Jake Edwards, Supreme Commander of the DDA, karate
kicked and head butted dozens of
disco records. The broken
records were scattered into the
crowd, who continued the
destruction by grinding the
pieces into dust and burning the
album covers to a crisp.
Shouts of "I hate it (disco),"
"Gimme another record" (to
bust), • and "Cheap vinyl," ran
through the marauding crowd
wearing t-shirts bearing slogans
such as "Shoot the BeeGees".
"Disco Sux", and "Fuck disco".
Brother Jake then debuted with
the Incinerators, giving renditions of Elvis's Rock and Roll
Music, Doucette's Mama Let
Him Play, and Jake's own implement of destruction Disco's In
the Garbage.
First up was Winnipeg's second

most popular voted band, the
Freeze. According to one spectator guitarist Maria Kurth didn't
cut loose to his full potential.
However, the band's energy still
sizzled with the dynamic vocals
of Brian King. Bassist Gary
Kenig, keyboardist Wayne
Taylor, and drummer Rick
Spolard rounded out the band in
original smoking renditions of
Baby Come Back, Try Try, He's
A Mover, Outta Jail, and Hot Box
Lunches.
Next on stage was Winnipeg's
third most popular band the
Pumps. Bassist, vocalist Lou
Petrovitch had his head into the
music to give a more intensified
performance than the Pumps'
previous engagement at RRCC's
Hallowe'en Social. Also the lead
guitarist Chris Berg-Affne gave
an unflawed ripping performance. Berg-Affne dominated
his guitar but occasionally his
probing orgasmic riggs reverbated on him picking him up and
tossing him about the stage. The
band, rounded out by drummer
Terry Taylor and keyboardist
Brent Diamond performed
orginal renditions of Think It
Over, Slow Down, Things You
Need and Success. They also
played perfectly timed and instrumented versions of Cheap
Trick's Top of the World, and Led
Zepplin's All of My Love.
Both the Freeze and the Pumps
are presently in the studios
recording albums. The anxiously
expected albums will be released
soon after the New Year.
The audience wanted more of
both bands but time was limited
so as to get the last barn burning
performance of the top rated rock

band of Winning.
Despite a slow rolling start,
Harlequin soon took off, their
music roaring like the jets of a
747. Making raunchy love to his
guitar Glen Willows displayed his
prowess in making the guitar
shriek with delight, wail in
agony, and howl with bestial
power. Keyboardists Gary
Golden exhibited his ambidextrous musical talent by
playing lead slide guitar on
What's Your Name (You Bitch).
The band including vocalist
George Belanger, bassist Ralph
James, and drummer David
Badzak gave a polished performance of their hits Sweet
Things In Life, Barley Alive, You
Are the Light, My Song, Turn
Around, Survive, It's All Over
Now, Shame Shame and Victim
of a Song. Have You Heard The
News (Disco's Dead), the encore
song sent the audience into
hysterics. The band has also
recently released their debut
album, Victim Of A Song.
"Disco," Brother Jake said,
"has been cut from 25 per cent to
less than 4 per cent of the air time
on Winnipeg's radio stations.
Also a number of local discos are
going out of business or are
reverting to rock. We were
momentarily brainwashed by
disco, but now all my disco
records are deep within a bin,
open up the lid and throw more
garbage in."
The night ended all too soon but
the DDA marched out of the
concert, physically and mentally
energized to destroy any remnants of disco and resurrect the
bastion of rock and roll music to
its original glory.
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No, it isn't the Incredible Hulk, Thor, the Green Lantern,
or even Doctor Strange. It's the RRCC Superhuman
contest and Joe Di Curzio says it was a big success.

"-1.91+rn-rn
ectal

The Hallowe'en Moose was also
a feature attraction as he pogoed
to the beat of the Pumps and
judged the costume contest. Best
costume prizes went to a Zulu
warrior, a playboy bunnie, Little
Bo Peep and a Greek god.
The Pumps provided the beat
for the lively dance crowd who
boogied shoulder to shoulder
watching out for the snake-like

collage of electrical cords on the
floor. The Pumps' rendition of
Led Zepplin's "All of My Love"
was particularly well received
and it was hard to believe that it
wasn't a recording of the actual
track.
The social proved that it
doesn't take a full moon to bring
out the lunatics. Don't miss the
next one!
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DoN'T PLAY WITH
IT

by Robyn Osemlak
After a couple of relatively musically boring months (With a few
exceptions) the market seems to be surging with releases of every
kind. From New Wave to Cold Wave. The latest Cold Wave being Gary

1111 \4
t
\r

Numan and the Tubeway Army.

Watch for Lady
Audley
The University of Winnipeg
Theatre opens their mainstage
season November 20 with a
production of "Lady Audley's
Secret," a musical melodrama
by Douglas Seale.
"Lady Audley's Secret" will
run from November 20 to 24 in
Convocation Hall, University of
Winnipeg. Showtime is 8:30 p.m.
The musical, a new adaptation
of a famous nineteenth-century
novel, was commissioned by the
Shaw Festival and became the hit
of their 1978 season. Music is by

George Goehring and lyrics by
John _Kunty. The University of
Winnipeg production is directed
by Gerald Lenton, with designs
by David Hewlett. Choreography
is by Stephanie Ballard, while
Hugh Cawker provides the piano
accompaniment which punctuates the action of the entire
show.
Admission to "Lady Audley's
Secret" is $3.00 at the door, $2.50
in advance at the English office,
University of Winnipeg.

Television

Numan covers unusual ground with "Replicas" which is a far cry
from the regular soft and mushy commercial staff currently being
pushed. He goes a light year past early Parsons and Wakeman. It
certainly deserves a listening, if not a purchase.

not all bad
ny

Dan Tervoort

Its easy to put down television.
TV is so predominantly idiotic
and mindless that calling it so is
merely waste of energy. So, instead of taking the easy way out
and expounding on the bad points
of the boob tube, I am going to
write about tv's good points. Yes,
Virginia , TV has some good
points.
First of all, tribute must be
paid to one of the higher aiming
but low rated shows of last year,
the now-defunct Paper Chase.
The show achieved a high
standard in comedy-drama
matched only by Lou Grant,
which is still going strong. Even
though the show suffered poor
ratings (it was given the Kiss of
Death by putting it opposite
Happy Days) the benevolant CBS
allowed it to run a whole season.
Yay CBS!
Good writing and superb
performances can still be found
on TV if one looks hard enough.
Such shows as M + A + S + H, Taxi,
Lou Grant, Barney Miller and
WKRP in Cincinatti boast both of
these attributes. These shows are
outstanding in that in addition to
being high-class programs they
also command high ratings.
There are many unsung TV
clasics that barely last beyond a
pilot show due to poor ratings.
For staying on as long as they
have these shows merit special
attention.

Cold Wave is the electronic repetitive sound you can hear on
Numan's "Replica" LP, released on Beggars Banquet. It almost
seems to .lack any real human contact. Even Numan's vocals have
that prerecorded sound. You've probably heard one cut, "Are Friends
Electric", on FM and 101 uses a few bars for their intro music to the
E ntAllAJP,Iw
AgOfiblis" is beautifully produced. Not a cloud in sight.
It rolls heavily with a wall of electronic sound undulating like a
monolith while the drums keep a steady, supportive backbeat. Bass
work, too, is steady and supportive, running under the electronic wave
and then taking center stage from time to time with exceptional grace.
Numan's keyboards boom ominously and then they thread delicate
universes of electronic thought.
The Tubeway Army has Paul Gardiner on bass and Jess Lidyard on
drums. Numan handles all vocals, keyboards, and guitars. All songs
are composed by Numan. I've heard that it's a limited pressing but so
far I've founa no one to substantiate the rumour. However, it is hard to
find in Winnipeg's record stores.
One thing you will notice is the interesting effects Numan implements occassionally. It gives the impression of an Ip from the far
and distant future. His lyrics capture the dissatisfaction of the decades
to come, touching on misogyny, widespread homosexuality, the men
in grey overcoats and the emptiness of the technological society (I'd
even be a number for you.) Even though the LP seems to be a
projection from the year 2525, he touches too close to home with one
cut "Are Friends Electric?"
"You know I hate to ask, but are friends electric?
Only mine's broke down and now I've no one to love."
The two instrumental pieces are totally diverse from each other.
One, "When the Machines Rock," is a pop flavored electric piece while
Nearly Married a Human" is a massive. cathedral. Delicate spirals
surrounded by massive pillars float on a steady one two, one two beat,
then pulsate into olivion.

TV humor is still alive and well.
Saturday Night Live
contains
some of the funniest performers
and writers today. Second City, a
Canadian production, is not as
funny as it once was but is still
worth tuning in. However, the
funniest show to hit TV since
Monty Python's Flying Circus is
another British concoction called
The Goodies. The show consists of
a trio of inept kutzes who advertise that they will do any thing
anywhere. Their exploits have
included impersonating the
Royal Family, spawning the
punk craze, hunting giant kittens,
working in a cream mine (next to
a strawberry jam well) and
breeding Rolf Harrises. Sound
bizarre? Anyway it wins my vote
as the funniest show of the last
few years.
So don't put down television.
There are still a good fifteen
hours or so of decent viewing per
week and, really, fifteen hours a
week is a lot of time to spend in
front of a mindless box of tubes
and wires, isn't it?
TV also boasts a lot of
superlative talent. Robin
Wiliams, for instance, is one of
the best comediams on TV today.
He is full of boundless
exhuberance matched by few and
is a helluva funny fellow. It is just
too bad that he is stuck with such
an utterly wretched show like

"The wreckage of a hero lies broken in the corner
and everyone pretends
they like to live that way . .

ME

Gary Numan
1979 Beggars Banquet Music
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Royal Albert Arms
announces a new folk format
Present for
at 48 Albert St.
I
in the Old Market Square
500
-Go for It
off cover charge
Novembers folk activities

I'm praying to the aliens."

Ltd.

7Rick

13

12

14

Neufeld
15

16

17

Houndog Houndog

A Different Kind of Hunger
by J. Deborah Johnson

19

You laughed at me
as i picked up
the crushed body
of a forlorn sparrow
that had fallen
from an unknown tree

20

21

23

24

Duck Donald Band
Carefully i buried
my tears with his body
in the summer garden
unaware of the
watchful eyes of
your hungry dog
Walking away
i whispered a prayer
but
Bimbo dug him up
and ate him anyway.

26

............................

27

28

Robert and Linda Williams from Vqinia
29

.....................

30

Dec.1

John Hammond

Mork and Mindy.
..

oaf

RRCC was the scene of
Hallowe'en Hoopla on Friday
Oct. 26 as a capacity crowd filled
the South Gym. Costume clad
socializers included such
celebrities as Santa Claus, Little
Bo Peep (and sheep), Jimmy
Carter, Jesus and Count Dracula.
Wolf calls heralded the entrance
of two scantly clothed bunnies
who kept things hopping most of
the evening.
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Sports comment

Third game and third loss
by Liz Keep

Rebels fall a bit short
in league opening game
by murray Mandryk
They almost played well
enough to beat the University of
Manitoba Alumni. Unfortunately,
not quite well enough.
The Rebels women's basketball
team lost their Women's Senior
League opener against the
Manitobans by a score of 52-47.
"We played really well," said
tall forward Marion Philips. "We
could have won. I guess we were
outsized. Hopefully we'll beat
them next time."
One has to be impressed with
the Rebels' strong showing
against last year's "A" Division
Alumni team, particularly in the
play of Sharon Stewart, who
netted 17 points in a losing cause.
"Sharon played really well
again," said Coach Joe DiCurzio.
"She scored 14 points in the first
half, and probably would have
had just as many in the second
half, but they keyed on her."
Stewart ran into foul trouble in

Sharon Stewart, no. 25, dumps one of her 17 points in
the Rebels' 52-47 loss in the league opener against U of
M alumni.

the second half, and played little.
This was probably one of the
reasons the Rebels didn't
maintain their 23-22 half time
lead during the second half of
play.

52-47 , U of M
Other big scorers for the
Rebels were Marion Philips with
10 points, and Wendy Chan and
Wendy Goodman with 6 apiece.
Big scorers for the Manitoba
Alumni were Addy Ryngash and
Lou Beckman with 19 points
between them. Ryngash dumped
11 while Beckman had 8. A. Frass
also had 11 points.
"We had a few too many turnovers, which probably cost us
the game," said DiCurzio. "We
can work on that though."
DiCurzio was particularly
pleased with the way guard
Wendy Chan ran the offense.
However, DiCurzio found his
offense to be slightly limited,

playing in the small Alexander
Ross High School gym.
"We just couldn't use the fast
break in the small gym,"
DiCurzio said. "The gym was just
a bit too small."
In the meantime, DiCurzio is
going to have to work on certain
aspects of his team, in order to
keep alive their goal of playing in
the "A" division of the Senior
League.
One thing that will be needed is
a strong bench that can come and
fill in when the starters get into
foul trouble.
"We used all our players, and
we didn't go with any set lineup," said DiCurzio. "We would
like to get some players from
somewhere else, though."
The Rebels' next game is
against the tough St. Vital team.
It should prove to be an interesting contest.

Bob Allison scored 31 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds to pace
the Rebels to a 104-84 win over the
University of Winnipeg's junior
varsity team in men's basketball
action last Wednesday.
Allison, a one-man wrecking
crew in the first half, consistently
hit from the outside as the Rebels
built up a 57-39 lead.
The Wesmen shut down Allison
and the other Rebel starters in
the second half because they
were in foul trouble. This forced
Rebel coach Larry Sawchuk to
play five players who normally
don't see action. And in
Sawchuk's words, "They did the
job." Five Rebels drew five fouls
each to be forced out of the game
prematurely.
The Rebels took so many fouls
"because of the pressure defense
they were playing," Sawchuk
said.
"The Wesmen are inexperienced so we wanted to jump
on them early," he explained. "It
got us out to an early lead, but the
referees were more strict than
those in our last game against the
Alumni. Our players had a hard
time a djusting to this."
Jim Duncan, the Wesmen's
coach, said the Rebels' excessive
fouling gave his club plenty of
opportunities, but they failed to
capitalize on them.
"We missed over 20 free
throws," he explained. "If we

had made some of them the score
would have been much closer."
Duncan felt the Wesmen didn't
play proper defense in the first
half, but they improved in the
second. He added that they were
out-rebounded by the Rebels.

104-84 Rebels

Atter watching Allison
dominate the first half, the
Wesmen continually fed the ball
to the player Allison was guarding for the rest of the game.
Because he was in danger of
fouling out, Allison couldn't
guard his man too closely and
this, Duncan hoped, would either
give his players some easy points
or get Allison out of the game.
Sawchuk felt this strategy
backfired on the Wesmen. "They
got some points by working on
Allison, but when one player has
The ball all the time it takes away
from a team offence."
Stu Carmichael was the lone
bright spot in the Wesmen attack,
scoring 30 points. Along with
Allison, the Rebels had four
players in double figures: Ed
Leung, with 17; Alex Rachenka,
15; Gordon Dack, 11, and Mike
Hladiuk, 10.
Sawchuk wasn't particularly
upset that his club shot from the
outside instead of passing on
several occasions.
The fast break was another
weapon the Rebels used effectively. "It gave us a lot of
baskets in the first half, but fouls
forced us to slow the offence

Ski
BRIDGER BOWL

Only
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or Tony at 668-2425.
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down to waste time," Sawchuk
added.
"You have to take those shots
when no one's guarding you," he
said. "Besides, our players can
usually make 60 per cent of their
shots from the 15 to 17 foot
range."
He compared the situation to
that of a baby learning to walk.
"A baby must learn to walk
before he can run, just as our
players must first practise
shooting from the outside. After
they get used to it, they can start
deciding in which situations it is
best to shoot, pass, or drive for
the basket."
Sawchuk used his players to
full advantage, using his bench
strength to pull him out of foul ,„
trouble. Generally, the players
seemed satisfied with this
arrangement, with the possibility
of Brian Weeres, who while on
court, had words with coach
Sawchuk about the use of his
platooning system. His status
with the coach is not yet known.
Meanwhile the Rebels
basketball team will see action in
league play in mid-November.

minutesofhrdp,"Te
guys seemed to take a break,"
coach John Schillinger commented.
With a minute and a half
remaining in the game the Rebels
decided to play hocl:ey again
scoring two goals in 36 seconds.
However, it was not enough to
surpass the Canadians who
already had six on the
scoreboard.
Missing from the Rebel line-up

last Tuesday were forwards Bill
Hiebbert and Cal Freeman, who
was a key player in the opening
game of the season. Both were
out with minor injuries.
"I had to do some line juggling
with the two players missing,"
said Schillinger, "which caused
some problems."
"It was good to see some fans
out," Schillinger added. "Last
year the attendance was very
poor."
The coach and players agree
that a cheering section sure
helps. To encourage people to
come out, at home games there is
no admission charge. "At the
away games, there -sually is,"
Schillinger said.
Top scorer of the game was
Canadian Gil Vermette with two.
The Rebels had singles by Gary
Coleman, Tom Thomas, Larry
MacDonald and defenseman
Cam Pongonski, his second of the
season.
Neil Shaw, Paul Pilon, Keith
McClennan and Danny Page had
one apiece to sum up the
Canadian scoring.
The next Rebel game is tonight
against Pine Falls, at the Old
Exhibition Arena, home ice.
Game time is 7:15. Free admission.

Saskatchewan Technological
Institute, beat Medicine Hat and
Kelsey two games straight ,while
losing two straight to Mount
Royal and Furber.
However, it was the semi-finals
and the finals where the Rebels
really showed their potential as
future 4-West champions. In the
semi-finals, the Rebels whipped
Furber, a club, 15-5, 15-8. What
was particularly pleasing about
the victory, was the fact that it
came immediately after losing to
Furber in the round robin.
"We just annihilated them,"
said veteran Darryl Driver. "We
really came through in the
semi's."
The big game against Mount
Royal in the final, proved to be
the best ball the Rebels had
played to date.

I

Close races in the Graham,
Pollock and Kaplan divisions
marked the last week of
regularly scheduled games for
the intramural flag football
competition.
In the Graham division, the
Cosmos have moved into first,
one point ahead of The Jerks and
Drugs on Tap, who are tied for
second with six points each.
Meanwhile, there is a four-way
atop the Pollock division. The
Flagmen, Black Knights, the
Contagious Crabs and MASH are
all tied with four points, with the
Flagmen having an advantage of
a game in hand.
Only the top two teams in each
division will make the play-offs,
providing weather is permitting.
The week's action saw, in the
Graham division, Drugs on Tap
get edged out of first, as the
Cosmos beat the Drugs 21-20.
Other action in that division saw
the BA Buzzards bombast De
Boyz by the booming benevolent
margin of 20-7. - Meanwhile,

1st Period
1. Transcona, Vermette
2. Rebels, Coleman,
(Thomas, Nicholson)
15:38
3. Transcona, Shaw,

(Praudzik, Williams)
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

17:08
Rebels, Thomas
(Unassisted) 19:57
2nd Period
Transcona, Pilon, (G.
Shaw) 17:45
3rd Period
Transcona, Vermette,
(McClennan, Loupachansky) 5:01
Transcona, McClennan,
(McKay) 12:31
Transcona, Page,
( Loupachansky,
Stevens) 14:05•
Rebels, McDonald
(Vnuk) 18:15
Rebels, Pongoski
(Nicholson, Versulius)
18:51

"We were playing with three
and four minute rallies against
Mount Royal," said last year star
Earle Kowalewich. "It was just
great ball."
The Rebels lost the first game
of the finals 15-11, but came back
to surprise Mount Royal in the
second, winning 15-9. Unfortunately from the summit of
the victory against last year's
national champs, the Rebels saw
themselves fall to a 15-2 loss, to
finish runners-up in the tournament.
"We just weren't as quick as
they were," said Driver. "Mount
Royal were running things, with
shoot sets that we had never seen,
before. Out blockers were often
left one on one with their hitters.
We weren't really ready for that
vet ."

club

Bob Allinison hoops one of his 31 points in the Rebels'
104-84 victory of the Wesmen. Weeres, no. 15, and
Balagus, no. 23, look on. photo: Frank Reimer

Warren Scott and the Loubin
Express finally won another one.
This time they beat We Mean
Business by default.
Action dating back to Oct. 25
saw the Black Knights punch,
jump and stomp on the Diesel
Devastators. The Raiders rallied
to razzle and reamed out the
rambunctious Red Rats, while
the Crabs mangled, massacred
and mushed MASH.
Play-offs should start today.

location:
Osborne & Togo Streets
Information 453-3124
Business office 284-2852

Kaplan
Division
a

3 3 0 0 6
2 2 0 0 .4

Boiler M
Bombers
S. Circuits
W. Chucks
Col. P.P.
a..R. Plum
Civil T

3 2 1 0 4
1100 2
1 1 0 0 2
1100

.

Pushovers
oi fsi

Graham
Division
430
431
431
421
321
422
4 1 3
303
4 0 4

Trips • Lessons
Activities
Competitions
Fun • Friends

1 0 1 0 O.

2 0 2 u 0
2 0 2 0 0
3 0 3 0 0

Pollack
Division

OWL VP

Cosmos
The Jerks
Drugs on Tap
Loubin Express
D & D Tech
B.S. Assassins
The Ducks
We. Mean. B.
De Boyz

mailing address:
P.O. Box 235
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 2G9

Wt. T P

Circuits
Selects

7
06
06
15
1

04
04

0 2
00
0 0

(as of Oct. 25)
GWL TP

Flagmen
Black Knights
C. Crabs
Mash
Red Rats
Raiders
Bus Ad 2
D. Dev
Crabs
Pre. M.M.

2 2 0 2 4

1024
1024
2 104
1013
1013
1202
302 11
20200
20200

.

(Poleschuk)8:10
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Tight football schedule ends
by Murray Mandryk

Transcona 6
Red River 4

Men's volleyball improving
by Murray Mandryk
They keep looking better and
better.
The Rebels men's volleyball
team made it to the finals of the
Kelsey tournament held at
Saskatoon, only to be beaten by
Mount Royal, the defending
National college champions, two
games to one.
"The guys played great," said
Manager Eddie Shwartz, who
filled the void of coach in the
absence of Chuck Bridle. "Norm
Morrissette and Chuck (Neil)
Klassens were just super."
The Rebels compiled an even 77 record in the eight team tournament before the semi-finals. In
the regular tournament play the
Rebels split with the University
of Regina, Grant McEwen
Community College. anti the

Allinison leads Rebels to victo
by Pat Keelan II

They lost again, but they came
closer.
The Rebels were defeated 6-4
by the Transcona Canadians
Tuesday, Oct. 30. It was the
hockey team's third regular
league game and their third loss.
For the first two periods the
game was fairly even. Gil Vermette of the Canadians opened
the scoring at 8:10 in the first
period. The Rebels retaliated
wjth their first by Gary Coleman
at 15:38 of the first. The
Canadians got a second goal then
the Rebels took another. At the
end of the second period the score
was a respectable 3-2 for Transcona.
Unfortunately, for the first 181. 2
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Are Rebel Coaches
"Mushrooms"?
Murray Mandryk

Upon walking into the office of Rebels' women's Basketball coach,
Joe Di Curzio, I noticed a poster, on the front of his desk, which read,
"I must be a mushroom, They keep me in the dark and feed me
bullshit."
I couldn't help but draw the analogy: "a lot of the Rebels coaches
must feel like mushrooms."
I really have to admire, the Rebel coaching staff this year. I know I
certainly wouldn't put up with the crap that they're forced to endure.
Then again, I suppose that's why I pound at a typewriter, and they
don't. I guess you'll put up with a hell of a lot if you really enjoy
something. But really...?
Let's start with what seems to be a coach's biggest hazard at RRCC;
the lack of facilities and money. Perhaps this age old complaint affects no one interested in sports more than the coaches.
It must be pretty tough for Hockey coach, John Schillinger to try to
field a team, when he not only doesn't have a hockey facility of his
own, but also has to beg, borrow, and steal ice time to keep a team
above water in the tough Manitoba-Assiniboine Hockey League. Last
year, Schillinger's team went a period of three weeks without ice time
for practice. This year, they have to share their home ice facilities
with the North End Flyers, "Ah, so that's why the Rebels record in
hockey is so lousy," you say. You could be right. I wouldn't want to try
to field a team without consistent ice time. It would be like joining the
Gobi Desert water ski club.
Moving into the court of Chuck Bridle and Barb Francis, let's look at
volleyball. I can imagine it's pretty tough to inspire a team, when you
know you're only going to get so much money to travel so far. After
that, Rebels teams must start extending their hitch-hiking thumbs to
get to tournaments, and believe you me, you have to do a lot of hitching
when it is the Rebels' budget that is giving you the first leg of the ride.
Thus, coach and player alike turn social convener, arranging socials, •
etc., to make these trips and to get the competition they need. Now is
that really the job of the coach or player? To worry about where
money for the next tournament is going to come from?
Basketball coaches Larry Sawchuk and Joe DiCurzio, probably see
the same problems reflecting onto their court. No money for trips,
except what's been budgeted, and as the man said before, "that ain't
much."
Well maybe it's money that is motivating these eager coaching
souls. Well, I bet at least seven people found that last line funny. And I
bet all seven laughing now are Rebel coaches, because the truth of the
matter is, "you don't make a hell of a lot by coaching Rebel teams." If
you don't believe me, ask Merlin McIntosh, the former Rebel badminton coach, who parted from the college's fold over that issue.
According to Merlin, "the Athletic Board, just didn't seem to appreciate what she was doing, because they wouldn't give her a raise."
You have to wonder how_ much they appreciated new badminton coach
Larry Henderson, who is making less than the offer McIntosh refused.
In all fairness to the board, though, "it is usually the policy to pay
untried coaches less than veteran coaches," according to Athletic
Board Chairman, Ray Newman. Perhaps the Athletic Board is just
being good business persons. Really?
"Well at least Rebels coaches have security," you say. Sure, they've
got all the security a one year contract can bring. It must be pretty
hard to build a team, if you are only going to be at RRCC for one year,
definitely. Lord knows, it is hard enough to build a team with RRCC's
turnover of students each year. The Athletic Board is going to look into
the possibility of arranging longer contracts. My bet is that they are
going to have a hard time doing that, considering the fact that the
RRCC sports budget is negotiated on a yearly basis. In the meantime,
you are going to have situations like last year, where a Rebel. coach
may guide his team to a gold or silver medal at 4 - West, then find an ad
for his job shortly after. Not much security, or much of a reward for
coaching, if you ask me.
Add the possibility of not being able to compete in National college
competition, with the above problems, and you've got yourself a
rather tough job. However, you're not going to hear many of the
coaches complain about this though, and I don't think it's because they
are afraid of biting the hand that feeds them. Personally, from talking
to these coaches, I think they don't complain, because they love their
sports and love to coach. I just hope the athletic board finds coaches
who share that love in the future.

Rebel of the
Week
Rebel of the Week honors go to
women's basketball star Sharon
Stewart. Sharon, who led both
teams with 17 points in the
opening game of the Women's
Senior Basketball League between the Rebels and the
University of Manitoba Alumni,
is a veteran. According to coach
DiCurzio, Sharon has a
tremendous attitude, is very
aggressive, is willing to learn,
and is a great all-round player.
Sharon will receive passes to the
next RRCC social, held
December 7, where the Cooper
Brothers will be entertaining:

